Silver chains are the backbone of any jewelry collection and these distinctive designs have special handmade touches that ... Try one or all of the 20 exquisite projects like the Geometric Chain, comprised of varied wire forms that rest in the

With beautiful illustrations and step-by-step instructions, this how-to book includes all the techniques involved in ... information with straightforward directions and hundreds of full-color photos. You’ll also find easy projects for trying

Cool Copper Cuffs Metal Projects

Made beautifully crafted out of the finest metals, copper, turquoise, or brass, to name a few, jewelry pieces are timeless. For example, a copper bracelet with turquoise beads can add a touch of elegance to any outfit. In this book, you will learn how to create copper jewelry using a variety of techniques: coiling, fusing, forming, and shaping.

The Complete Photo Guide to Making Metal Jewelry!

A professional jeweler and workshop instructor introduces basic tools and techniques for the beginner jewelry maker. A guide that features 60 stunning projects for beginners of all skill levels. A professional jeweler and workshop instructor introduces basic tools and techniques for the beginner jewelry maker. A guide that features 60 stunning projects for beginners of all skill levels.

How to Make Bracelet out of Copper Pipe Tubing - WATCH & LEARN #2

With beautiful illustrations and step-by-step instructions, this how-to book includes all the techniques involved in ... coiling, fusing, forming, and shaping. You’ll also find easy projects for trying

EZ960® Sterling Silver Layered Cuff Bracelet by Lisel Crowley

EZ960® Sterling Silver Layered Cuff Bracelet by Lisel Crowley

Red Patinas for Copper

How to Patina Copper

How to Make a Cuff Bracelet with the Beadsmith EZ-Bender Tool

Wire Wrap Tutorial - The Simple Wire Wrap Cuff Bracelet

HOW I STARTED making jewelry.

CUFF BRACELET

How to make a hammered Copper ring

DIY Copper Bracelet | Easy!

Introduction to Metal Embossing Tutorial - Elitia Hart

Fold Formed Cuff

CUFF BRACELET

Cool Tools | Cyprus Copper Clay Enameled Ornament by Karen Trexler

100 DIY project ideas from metal things

Knitting with Wire - Metal Arts - lk2g-025

Make Stone-like Copper Ring from Scrap

Nose Cuff/Ring | DIY

Cool Tools |